THE ALL-NEW 2022
WAGONEER AND GRAND WAGONEER
INTRODUCING A GRAND NEW DAY OF AMERICAN PREMIUM

Grand Wagoneer Series III in Midnight Sky
All at once exceptionally modern while simultaneously expressing the enduring and classic styling cues of one of the most celebrated automotive brands on earth, Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer arrive as unmistakable works of art and distinction.

INSPIRED
INSPIRED BY

GRAND AMERICAN LANDSCAPES

From the Grand Canyon to Grand Central Station, these unique and iconic national wonders, vast and unforgettable, inspire us to dream, to travel and to reach for all that is beautiful and real.
INSPIRED BY

GRAND AMERICAN QUESTS

The passion for the thrill of discovery lies at the heart of every adventurer. To go further than ever before demands strength, fortitude and exceptional persistence, and lies at the heart of the grandest quests of all.
INSPIRED BY

GRAND AMERICAN ARTISTRY

Extraordinary attention to detail and the formidable ability to think, then create, outside the box — this is how the very best makers in America drive ahead to stand front and center on the world stage.
INSPIRED BY

GRAND AMERICAN AUTHENTICITY

Be true to yourself. Live with passion. If you can dream it, any goal can be realized. This genuine American spirit is expressed within the heart and soul of the all-new Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer.
Employing iconic design features, Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer travel beyond to express their authentic pedigree within a fluid and aerodynamic silhouette. With broad shoulders and a signature LED taillamp, Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer exude a grounded presence. Designed to reside at the pinnacle of the large SUV class, the interior is influenced by modern style with meticulously crafted details and appointments.
With one glance, the pedigree is immediately perceptible, and the impact is formidable. The expression of an iconic lineage is elevated to

EXPRESSIONE

impressive heights. The all-new Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer are crafted with precision, owning a premium history that no other can claim.
The front fascia of Grand Wagoneer is anchored by a prominent Chrome and Obsidian Black-accented, seven-slot grille with intricate lightweight latticework that celebrates the brand’s most iconic design feature.
EXPRESSIVE

GRAND WAGONEER WHEELS — Stand tall on available 22-inch multi-spoke machined aluminum wheels with Black Noise pocket finish, featuring a three-piece wheel cap with the Wagoneer logo suspended in acrylic.

Grand Wagoneer Series III in Midnight Sky
A HALLOWED NAME — The badges for both Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer honor a storied heritage with raised brushed Chrome letters in a timeless typestyle. This proudly identifies both nameplates as refined examples of American automotive craftsmanship.

SIGNATURE LIGHTING — Grand Wagoneer premium LED taillamps wrap from the rear quarter panel to the rear of the vehicle, creating an elegant form that complements the overall exterior design.
UNMISTAKABLE LINEAGE — Wagoneer boasts a heritage that sets it apart, celebrated with its iconic seven-slot grille outlined in Chrome and filled with unique baffles that add distinction.

WAGONEER WHEELS — This available 20-inch Off-Road wheel stands out with Satin Granite Crystal inserts and logo imprinted in the center wheel cap. Or, go bigger and bolder with available 22-inch aluminum wheels.

SIGNATURE LIGHTING — Wagoneer employs LED taillamps that wrap from the rear quarter panel to the vehicle’s rear, crafting a smooth line and providing exceptional visibility.
American craftsmanship and quality evolve in the all-new Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer. Here, in three spacious rows, authenticity meets cutting-edge design, fulfilling the expectations of travelers seeking to realize the biggest dreams. Immerse yourself in the here and now, and live at the pace you choose.
ULTIMATE LEATHER — The finest Nappa and Palermo leather trim wraps the instrument panels, consoles and doors on Grand Wagoneer. Executive-style front seats offer standard massage and 24-way power adjustability.
IT FULLY ECLIPSES ALL OTHERS

The heated, leather-wrapped two-spoke steering wheel places a high level of vehicle functions at your fingertips, from the Driver Information Display to communication and entertainment features.
MASSAGING SEATS — Grand Wagoneer front-seat occupants are indulged by standard deep-cushioned seats with integrated massage settings, heating, cooling and 24-way power adjustability for the utmost in personal comfort.

REAL WOOD GRAIN — Interior accents include selective use of American Walnut, chosen for its elegance and durability.
THREE ROWS OF SEATING — With accommodations for up to eight occupants, Grand Wagoneer offers an available heated and ventilated second-row bench seat or captain chairs, with Wagoneer adding these comforts for front-row passengers. Second-row Wagoneer passengers are offered available heated seats. Power-reclining and folding options are available on the standard third-row bench seat.
ELEVATED AND PRECISE — With details that invite close inspection, Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer exceed every expectation, utilizing premium materials and employing pleasing tactile textures.
The all-new Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer fully engage the senses. Their cabins envelop you with IMMERSEIVE soothing options from all sides. The experience is transformative; it’s what living the good life is all about.
IMMERSIVE

RELAX — Create a personal sanctuary with the available Relax Mode setting, which synchronizes the 12.3-inch Driver Information Display, the 12-inch Uconnect touchscreen and the available 10.25-inch front-passenger interactive display screen. Relax Mode will display selected visuals, play a preset selection of soundscape moods on the premium audio system and provide preconfigured ambient lighting. Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.
TRI-PANE PANORAMIC SUNROOF — Spanning all three rows, this expansive skylight opens up the interior to the heavens and lets natural light and fresh air pour in. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer.
McINTOSH PREMIUM ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM – For Grand Wagoneer, McIntosh designed a unique system unlike any made before that features 23 speakers powered by 1375 watts. The McIntosh MX1375 Reference Entertainment System provides an immersive audio experience rivaling no other. Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.
TACTILE SURROUNDINGS — Executive-level attention to detail is reflected in the leather-wrapped front dashboard. Real wood accents, precisely inlaid metal lettering and chiseled metal bezels. Standard exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.

SCREENS TOTALING UP TO 45 INCHES IN THE FRONT ROW — Grand Wagoneer displays its visionary technology on four expansive screens: a 12.3-inch Driver Information Display, a 12-inch Uconnect touchscreen, a 10.25-inch articulating lower console comfort display and an available 10.25-inch front-passenger interactive display screen. Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.
Ultimate capability lies at the heart of Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer, raising world-renowned technology to its most impressive heights. Choose from three proven available 4x4 systems: Quadra-Trac I, Quadra-Trac II and Quadra-Drive II. For those who require supreme towing, this is where it resides.
STRENGTH AND BEAUTY IN EVERY FACET

Grand Wagoneer Series III in Midnight Sky
SELEC-TERRAIN TRACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM —
Adjust your capability, from moment to moment, to meet your immediate traction needs on any terrain. Standard on Wagoneer 4x4 and Grand Wagoneer.
IMPRESSIVE

QUADRA-LIFT® AIR SUSPENSION SYSTEM WITH SEMI-ACTIVE DAMPING — Adjust your ride height for easier passenger and cargo access and smooth on-road handling. Air springs allow the vehicle to travel up to 3.6 inches, with a maximum ground clearance of 10 inches. Available on Wagoneer 4x4 and standard on Grand Wagoneer.

STYLISH CONTROLS KEEP YOU IN CONTROL — Five Selec-Terrain® settings, accessed via a refined toggle switch, customize your performance in Rock, Sand/Mud, Snow, Auto or Sport, allowing the system to assess your traction needs. Available on Wagoneer 4x4 and standard on Grand Wagoneer.

THE POWER TO RISE UP
CONFIDENCE TO TOW UP TO 10,000 LB — Extend the playing field by bringing along the toys you like best. This powerful Wagoneer is engineered to hand over the rights to pull up to 10,000 lb with ease, when properly equipped.1 The available Trailer Brake Control, Trailer Hitch Zoom and Trailer Hitch Line-Up Assist all help to create a safe and confident towing experience.
Next-generation standard and available safety and security features are designed to offer reassurance for those inside the cabin, as well as for those outside who may cross your path. Intelligent and active systems monitor your perimeter to deliver welcome peace of mind.
INTUITIVE HEAD-UP DISPLAY — Customized vehicle data is projected onto a safe viewing area on the windshield. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer.

NIGHT VISION WITH PEDESTRIAN AND ANIMAL DETECTION — utilizes an infrared eye on the front grille to detect people and animals on the road ahead and notifies you via your Driver Information Display (DID). Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.
ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP & GO — Automatically maintain desired vehicle speed and distance from vehicles in front of you. The system can bring the vehicle to a full stop without driver intervention to help avoid a collision. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer.

ACTIVE LANE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM helps you safely stay in your lane. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer. ACTIVE DRIVING ASSIST SYSTEM helps you simultaneously keep your vehicle centered in its lane, on straightaways and curved roads alike, and maintain a safe distance from others while cruising at a desired speed on divided highways. Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.

PARKSENSE® AUTOMATED PARKING SYSTEM — Ultrasonic sensors located at the vehicle’s front, rear and sides help detect a parking spot. The system then automatically steers your vehicle into the detected spot while using advanced brake and throttle control. Standard exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.

360° SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA — The vehicle’s entire perimeter is monitored and displayed on the Uconnect touchscreen, providing several views, like top view, rearview and 360-degree view, to assist the driver when maneuvering tight spaces. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer.

ACTIVE DRIVING ASSIST SYSTEM helps you simultaneously keep your vehicle centered in its lane, on straightaways and curved roads alike, and maintain a safe distance from others while cruising at a desired speed on divided highways. Available exclusively on Grand Wagoneer.

360° SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA — The vehicle’s entire perimeter is monitored and displayed on the Uconnect touchscreen, providing several views, like top view, rearview and 360-degree view, to assist the driver when maneuvering tight spaces. Standard on Grand Wagoneer and available on Wagoneer.
Every interface you have with Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer, from your first test drive to your every oil change, has been conceived to go above and beyond. Everything is intended to utterly impress.
Available puddle lamps illuminate the way, and available power-retractable side steps deploy to aid entry and exit.

WAGONEER CLIENT SERVICES
Upon entry to the world of Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer, you’ll be cared for by Certified Wagoneer Ambassadors and Dealers who have earned the Customer First Award for Excellence Certified by J.D. Power. You'll enjoy top-flight service and up to five years of maintenance coverage.
THE WAGONEER 10 CUSTOMER PROMISES

1. As a recipient of the Customer First Award for Excellence, Wagoneer dealerships are certified as J.D. Power Dealers, which means we must adhere to stringent guidelines in customer service at all times.

2. Our sales and service process utilizes the latest tablet technology, ensuring fast access to pertinent, up-to-date data.

3. Every Wagoneer dealership is staffed by Certified Wagoneer Ambassadors who pledge to provide exceptional service at all times.

4. Every Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer is delivered with a full tank of gas.

5. Every dealership service includes a full wash and cleaning, inside and out, with your personal settings restored.

6. Remote showroom, test drives, and vehicle delivery and pickup are always available.

7. Should it be necessary, you are always provided an appropriate loaner vehicle.

8. Your time is respected, at all times, with convenient mobile, online and in-vehicle service scheduling. A proactive approach to remote diagnostics and over the air (OTA) is the rule.

9. Complimentary Wi-Fi and phone-charging stations, along with premium beverages and snacks, are always on site at every Wagoneer dealership.

10. Our Wagoneer Client Services offer dedicated 24/7 customer support and maintenance, including tire rotations, oil changes, trip-interruption protection and first-day vehicle rental coverage."
THE ALL-NEW 2022 GRAND WAGONEER
Up to eight occupants are indulged within a cabin crafted with the finest materials, next-generation technology and authentic capability.

THE CLASSIC 1963–1991 GRAND WAGONEER
The pioneer that brought luxury and 4x4 capability to the family wagon, the original Grand Wagoneer holds a unique place in automotive history.

THE ALL-NEW 2022 WAGONEER
A well-appointed, three-row interior and a full complement of next-generation safety and security features provide expansive comfort for all.
1. Grand Wagoneer 4x4 can tow up to 9,850 lb; Wagoneer can tow up to 10,000 lb.
2. This system is an alert system for the front of the vehicle. It is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
3. This system is a driver convenience system. It is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
4. Always check entire surroundings visually before proceeding. This system is a driver convenience system; it is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
5. Always look before proceeding. An electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. This system is a driver convenience system; it is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
6. Always look before proceeding. An electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. This system is a driver convenience system; it is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
7. Retail sales get 5 oil changes and tire rotations for 5 years. Leases get 3 oil changes and tire rotations for 3 years. Always check entire surroundings visually before proceeding. This system is a driver convenience system; it is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions.
8. Retail sales get 5 oil changes and tire rotations for 5 years. Leases get 3 oil changes and tire rotations for 3 years. Rental allowance (not to exceed $70) is only for same-day mechanical repair or maintenance service (excluding bodywork). Vehicles kept overnight are not eligible.